
    Thankfulness Plate 

    Resources: paper plate (23cm), circle of card      
    (16cm) & split pin 



1.Make a hole in the centre of your circular 
card. If you have made the circle with a compass you will already have 
a hole! If you've drawn round a template to get your circle shape don't 
worry, fold the circle of card in half one way and then another.  
The centre of the card is where where both lines cross. Pierce a 
small hole in the centre. (If you used a compass still make these 
fold marks as you will need them shortly).


2.Place this card in the centre of the paper plate, through the hole 
you have just made use a pencil to mark the plate centre. Pierce the centre point on 
the plate. You now have a plate with a hole and a circle with a hole😉 .


3. Next I made a viewing window on the plate. To mark the cutting lines for the window 
use the circle of card again. By folding the two lines together you have a quarter 
segment. Holding the point of this quarter on the pierced centre lightly draw down the 
straight edges of the quarter onto the plate.




4.Cut from the paper plate rim down both straight edges 
towards the centre but stopping 2cm before the centre. 
Cut the whole segment out by snipping along the curved 
line.This makes the plate robust for lots of thankfulness 
turning!!





5.You are ready to decorate the plate 
and the four individual segments of the paper circle. Remember 
to keep within the quarters for each thing you are grateful for. Be 
as creative as you like with your decorating and have a good 
think about the things you are grateful for and put them on your 
paper circle……just to give you a start here’s mine.


6. When your artwork is complete use a split pin to fasten the plate onto the card circle.


7. Celebrate completion of job with a whoop of delight!


